Frequently Asked Questions

1. Who can use the Stock Bus Tracker?
Students who are eligible for busing and parents/guardians of any student who is eligible for
busing.
2. How do I use the Stock Bus Tracker?

3. Does the Stock Bus Tracker track my child’s whereabouts?
No. The Stock Bus Tracker only tracks buses, not the individuals who ride them.
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4. Does the Stock Bus Tracker track special needs buses?
Yes.
5. Does the Stock Bus Tracker track bus routes of students who receive courtesy busing?
No.
6. What does near-real time mean?
It’s nearly real time. Location data is refreshed every 15 seconds.
7. Why does the app ask me for a Student ID number, but instead I have to create one
consisting of my child’s last name and last four digits of their Provincial Student ID? Why
not just use the Provincial Student ID?
The Stock Bus Tracker is available for use in 50 districts in the US. We are the only Canadian
jurisdiction to have the app. We had to create a unique identifier to use the app in Canada. See
below for directions on how to log in.
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8. What if a student uses a bus route other than their home stop (i.e. daycare, sitter, etc)?
To ensure Stock Transportation has the correct busing information, it is critical that the child’s
school has the information in the right spot in PowerSchool.
On a student’s PowerSchool file, look under the information section.
1. Click Transportation
2. Go to the Alternate Busing Information
3. Select am, pm or both and then enter the civic address of where the student is going to
be picked up or dropped off, including house or apartment number, community or
city/town, and postal code.
Don’t forget to Save. This Alternate Busing Information is what Stock Transportation uses to
determine a student’s route. This information may take several days to be updated in the app.

9. Is it possible to have different stops for different days of the week in the app (i.e., stop at
the sitter’s on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and then stop at home on Tuesdays
and Thursdays)?
No. You can only have one pick up and drop off, 5 days a week.
10. Who do I call for support?
Call school if:
• you don’t know your child’s Student ID
• you need to update your child’s alternate busing information in PowerSchool
Call Stock Transportation at 902.481.8400 if:
•
•

you need support with the Stock Bus Tracker app
you have bus routing questions
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